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Abstract. Ubiquitous access to websites stresses the importance of adaptation for modern websites. The design and management of decisiontaking adaptation engines has become a major research challenge. This
paper proposes a bandit-based adaptation decisional model and shows
how to describe and manage adaptation policies using a lightweight
XML-based description language. The model allows a web marketeer
to easily design and deploy adaptation policies. Experimental results on
a real website show the effectiveness of our model.
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Introduction and Problem Statement

A tremendous amount of information is available online. Web sites provide a
wealth of services, ranging from information broadcast, to electronic commerce or
on-line learning. Web sites have become increasingly complex and are now facing
an important challenge: ubiquitous access. Indeed, users reach the web from
diverse contexts (from a desktop, on the go etc.), and use a variety of terminals
and networks. As humans, users have diverse expectations and behaviors while
accessing online services. Providing users with the best experience raises many
challenges that are being addressed by web-site and, more generally, multimedia
adaptation [1–4]. The user is arguably the most important component of the
environment. Therefore, recently a lot of research has focused on user-aware
multimedia adaptation.
On the web, marketeers are working hard on increasing the effectiveness of
web sites. This means, for information sites, making information easily browsable and provide users with information tailored to their needs. For commercial
sites, this means increasing the match between the products or services the user
is looking for and their characteristics, quality and quantity. Recommendation
or advertising related products on a commercial web site is an example of an
adaptation tool that a web marketeers can use [5–8]. Generally speaking, web
marketeers aim at optimizing the effectiveness of a given website by taking into
account the population of users, the website content and the effectiveness criteria (e.g. sales maximization). They also need to have a measure of impact that
provides feedback on the quality of the adaptation strategy (called adaptation
policy). This paper proposes a system that helps web marketeers to design and
deploy adaptation policies, that can range from fully static (statically defined beforehand and applied without change to a whole group of users) to very dynamic
(evolving with time and/or finely tailored to individual users).
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A natural way of expressing information about adaptation policies is to model
them as website metadata. In this work we propose flexible, XML data structures
that allow for easy management of website adaptation policies. The associated
policies we introduce in this paper are derived from a simple decisional technique
(the so-called Bandit problem).
The next section lays the basis of this work. Our Bandit based framework
is presented in Section 3 while Section 4 details a practical implementation. We
consider a real-life adaptation problem dealing with optimal delivery of richmedia
banners. Section 5 concludes the paper and brings avenues for future work.
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2.1

An adaptation architecture
Metadata and decision-taking

Achieving interoperable access to distributed richmedia content by shielding
users from network and terminal heterogeneity starts with a formal description of the delivery context. Since this description must be interoperable in itself, the role of metadata standards is prominent [9, 10] . Many standards exist.
The CC/PP (Composite capabilities/Preference Profiles), the MPEG-21 UED
(Usage Environment Description) or the DCO Delivery Context Ontology are
compared in the survey of Timmerer and al. [11].
Describing the context is necessary but not sufficient for deciding how to
perform adaptation. The decision-taking is a key component for context-aware
adaptation [1] and many decisional models have been devised [2, 3]. Picking up a
feasible solution is very different than selecting the optimal adaptation decision.
Figure 1 introduces a possible architecture for adapting the content in an optimal
way.
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Fig. 1. Decision-taking agent

The adaptation decision-taking engine (ADTE [3]) takes a context delivery
descriptor as input. This input descriptor is threefold in figure 1 and divided
in content, environment and constraints sub-descriptions. The ADTE outputs a
decision that is forwarded to the adaptation engine (AE). The actual transformation of the content is performed thanks to available services on the AE.
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2.2

Handling dynamic environment in closed-loop

The previous architecture can be generalized in highly-varying delivery context.
In this case many context features vary dynamically: both the available resources
and the user intentions may change at any time. The decisional agent, like the
ADTE, must dynamically react to context variations.
An even more sophisticated solution would be to use a learning agent that
should itself learn from its interactions with the context and improve gradually.
We have already proposed a closed-loop approach in that respect [4]. The main
idea is to add a feedback channel to control the open-loop architecture shown in
Figure 1. In this approach, we consider an adaptation agent and its environment.
This environment abstractly integrates the multimedia content, the user, his
mobile terminal, the available network and so on. The three steps of the closedloop are the following:
– Perception. At each instant, the decision agent perceives (at least partially)
the current characteristics of the delivery context. The current state of the
agent in its environment is built upon these perceived characteristics.
– Action. Among various possible adaptation decisions it can make in a given
state, a learning agent tries to choose the best action to generate as output
(in line with Figure 1).
– Feedback. The action changes the state of the environment (the adaptation
does influence the user, the subsequent resources, etc.) and the value of
this transition is communicated to the agent through a reward (a scalar
“reinforcement signal”). The agent policy should choose actions that tend
to increase the long-term summation of rewards. It can learn to do this
by reinforcing decisions that resulted in good accumulation of rewards and,
conversely, by trying to avoid unfruitful decisions.
Such an agent learns over time by reinforcement (or by trial and error) [12].
A difficulty is that the agent must explicitly explore its environment to estimate
the utility of taking actions in all reachable states. Intuitively each state must be
visited, each action must be evaluated before converging to the best policy that
maps states to optimal actions. There is then a fundamental trade-off between
exploration and exploitation. The dilemma the agent faces at each trial is between “exploitation” of the current “best action” that has the highest expected
payoff and “exploration” to get more information about the expected payoffs of
the other actions.
2.3

Issues

Formally, a learning agent will be defined by a discrete set of environment states,
a discrete set of adaptation actions and a reward function that outputs a value
for an action in a given state. The main issue is to model a real-life problem using
this formal ingredients. Crucial choices must also be made with respect to the
problem structure. Either we have an independent problem for each state or we
do not. In the latter case, the transition rules between states must be modeled
or learnt.
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A Multi-Armed Bandit Solution

As explained above, the reinforcement learning approach fits well with dynamic
multimedia adaptation. Indeed, we applied this framework to several problems,
such as ubiquitous streaming [4] and user-aware adaptation [13, 14]. Until now,
we explicitly took into account the relations and the transitions between decisional states. This led us to model our adaptation problems with so-called
Markov Decisional Processes [12]. In this paper, we assess a simpler decisional
model: the multi-armed Bandit problem. This model, although less general, is
expected to be much easier to use in practice. In particular we show that it can
be easily declared in a simple XML format.
3.1

A unified decisional state

We first capitalize on previous ideas and introduce a unified decisional state. A
state of -(the agent in)- the delivery context is a triplet which integrates:
– some current observations,
– some inferred information,
– an amount of memory.
The current observations are factual elements that allow to describe unambiguously the adaptation target and other features of the adaptation problem.
The website content to be adapted, the associated URL, the time within current
web session, the characteristics of the terminal may be parts of these observations [4, 14]. The inferred information are composed of partially observable
metadata. We called them “subjective semantic descriptors” in [10] (by contrast
with “objective” observations). The user “interest level”, the “importance” of a
given media are contextual metadata that can only be approximately inferred.
The memory of the decisional state finally allows to satisfy a self contained property. Intuitively, the aim is to retain all relevant information from the past. If a
given adaptation has already been performed, the idea is to adapt the current
content in different way. Memorizing previous decisions helps to do this.
It is now straightforward to argue for the use of a Multi-Armed Bandit Problem with such a decisional state.
3.2

The Bandit and the adaptation actions

A Multi-Armed Bandit Problem (MABP) is named by analogy to a slot machine.
For example, in the K-Armed Bandit Problem, a gambler has to choose which of
the K slot machines to play. At each time step, he pulls the arm of one machine
and receives a reward. His aim is to maximize the sum of rewards he perceives
over time. This clearly shows the “exploration vs exploitation” dilemma: the
purpose of the gambler is to find, as rapidly as possible, the arm that gives the
best expected reward.
In order to solve a Bandit problem (i.e. to find the best arm to play), various
strategies can be used [12]. Recent research has proposed various solutions to
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Fig. 2. A decisional state (depicted as an ellipse, containing the information triplet
describing the context) and the associated 3-armed Bandit problem (adaptation 1, 2
or 3 can be performed).

solve optimally and online this dilemma, minimizing the number of errors over
time. One of the most efficient is called Upper Confidence Bound (UCB, [15]).
At each play, it computes a priority index for each arm, based on the previous
rewards and the number of times it has already been invoked. The index pj for
arm j is given by
s
2ln(n)
pj = x¯j +
(1)
nj
where x¯j is the average rewards obtained from arm j, nj the number of times
arm j has been chosen and n the overall number of plays done so far. The best
arm to choose is the one with the highest priority.
For our adapation problem, we use MABPs as follows:
–
–
–
–

we strategically define a set of decisional states,
we associate one MABP to each state of the context,
each arm corresponds to a possible adaptation action in a given state,
rewards are given by an impact/utility measure.

Figure 2 depicts a 3-armed Bandit problem associated to a state. Pushing
arm i at a play means performing adaptation i at this step.
As a result, we get a collection of independent multi-armed Bandit problems. Each MAPB can be solved independently using the UCB technique, at the
expense of neglecting potential relations between states.
3.3

Using a declarative language

The model we propose is really simple, and only states and their associated
Bandit have to be defined. Thus, we propose a XML-based language that allows
web marketeers to easily design and deploy adaptation policies.
The first thing we have to do is to define and declare a state. A state (figure
3), as said earlier, is composed of three parts: observations, inferred information
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and memory. Observations are described as a set of observable elements (current
page, terminal information, etc.), memory as a set of past taken actions. For
inferred information, a handle (e.g. a an Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) to
a service able to produce this information by inference (e.g. by analyzing the
logged behaviors of website visitors) must be provided.






<s t a t e i d=” s 1 ”>
<o b s e r v a t i o n s>
<o b s e r v a t i o n>t e r m i n a l</ o b s e r v a t i o n>
</ o b s e r v a t i o n s>
< i n f e r e n c e s>
< i n f e r e n c e>u s e r −a c t i v i t y</ i n f e r e n c e>
</ i n f e r e n c e s>
<memory>
<a c t i o n>b an ne r 3</ a c t i o n>
</memory>
<b a n d i t −r e f>bs1</ b a n d i t −r e f>
</ s t a t e>



Fig. 3. An XML description of a state (s1)

Then, we need to describe the possible adaptations in this state, that is to
say the MABP associated to the state. A MABP (figure 4) contains a set of
actions. Each action is composed of a handle to the corresponding adaptation
engine and the number of times it has been invoked. This last number allows
an ADTE to compute the priority index given by UCB (equation 1) in order to
choose a correct action. A reward handle is also given in order to measure the
impact (or utility) of the chosen action.





<b a n d i t i d=” bs1 ”>
<a c t i o n s>
<a c t i o n>
<e n g i n e>banner3−i n j e c t o r</ e n g i n e>
<nbInvok>0</ nbInvok>
</ a c t i o n>
...
</ a c t i o n s>
<reward>s e s s i o n −d u r a t i o n</ reward>
</ b a n d i t>

Fig. 4. An XML description of a Bandit problem associated to state s1

3.4

Software Architecture

Based on the previous XML description of our model, we propose in figure 5 a
software adaptation architecture.
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Fig. 5. The software architecture

A visitor is browsing a website using his favorite browser. While browsing
the site, he is monitored by the ADTE, that observes the usage and builds a
state using direct and inferred information and past adaptation actions. Our
observation platform has already been presented in our community [16]. When
a new state is computed, the ADTE asks the metadata database (MDDB) and
eventually gets an associated Bandit problem. If so, it computes the priority
indexes using UCB (equation 1) and chooses the action to perform. This action
is then transmitted to the adaptation engine that actually performs it. Finally,
using the reward service, it gets a reward qualifying the degree of success of the
taken adaptation decision. The ADTE updates the Bandit information (mean
reward, number of times an action has been played) and sends it to the MDDB.
Thus, the updated information will be used for next visitors who would be in
this state.
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Case study

In this section, we describe how to use our adaptation model on a real website3 .
The site we choose is a collaborative website and it is designed to be used in a
professional environment. It is organized in different workspaces, composed of
various sections (blogs, wikis, portal, file sharing, etc.), allowing information to
be produced and shared by company employees.
4.1

User aware banner service

Adaptations on this website consist in adding personalized banners that recommend “hot” parts of the site to users (e.g. a new blog entry, a modified wiki page
or an uploaded file).
This adaptation problem can be seen in two dimensions: the content to recommend and the format of the banner. In this study, we intentionally put aside
the banner content production issue and consider it, as other authors (e.g. [8]),
3

http://www.linkforus.org
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as a separate question. As a result, we choose to use the existing RSS feed as
the content provider for recommendations. Concerning the format of the banner,
three types of banner formats are available (figure 6):
– the basic version, only composed of a text (including links to recommended
content),
– the video/avatar version. In that case, an avatar in a video serves as a teaser,
– the 3D version. It uses a “carousel” component written in Adobe Flash.
Recommendations are included in the different facets.

Fig. 6. The different types of banners

In line with the work of [17], we choose to display banners in sequence. A
sequence contains exactly one banner of each format. Therefore, six sequences are
available (basic/video/3D, video/basic/3D, etc.). Thus, adaptations will consist
in displaying the banner in a certain order.
Among many possibilities, we chose to use as an objective/target of the
adaptation to get users stay longer on the site, i.e. increase their session duration.
We naturally use the session duration as an impact measure (reward) for a given
sequence.
4.2

A simple MABP instance

We have to set the different states and the associated Bandit problems.
For the state, the simplest solution is to use a single state. It only contains
an inferred information: the user “activity” (i.e. the number of events produced
by the user in a given time window) on the website. When the user activity
decreases, a banner is displayed on the site according to the chosen sequence of
banners.
As for the associated Bandit problems, actions are the different sequences
to display, and thus we consider a 6-armed Bandit problem. The (stochastic)
reward is given by the session duration.
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4.3

Results

In order to get validation, we use a navigation simulator that has been seeded
with the data collected from a previous work ([17]) in which we also have sequences of three similar banner types. We have already concluded which sequence
of banners is the best (video/3D/basic). Using this “ground truth”, we want to
determine whether the Bandit problem rediscovers or not this conclusion.
Figure 7 presents the evolution of priority indexes values for each arm of the
associated Bandit. As the number of times the Bandit is invoked gets higher,
priority indexes decreases. However, while zooming, we notice that the one for
sequence video/3D/basic (bold black line) is often greater than the others. It
means that the associated arm is pulled more frequently. Using the ground truth,
we realize that, indeed, this adaptation action is better that the others with
respect to the session duration.

Fig. 7. Evolution of priority indexes for each arm of the Bandit problem.

Figure 8 shows the percentage of the optimal action the Bandit has been
chosen in function of the number of plays. Let us recall that we know which
action is the best thanks to the original dataset. As the number of plays gets
higher, the percentage increases, indicating the efficiency of the Bandit strategy.
Interesting results are reached after around 10.000 sessions. On our test website,
this can be realized in less than a month.
Bandit problems allow us to draw a conclusion similar to [17]: the usefulness
of considering sequence for improving the effectiveness of banners. Results show
that an improper format of a banner in the beginning of the sequence wipes out
the positive effects of the subsequent banners. These results demonstrate the
power and simplicity of a Bandit-based adaptation strategy.
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Fig. 8. Percentage of optimal action chosen

5

Conclusion

Decision-taking engines are an important component of adaptive web sites. To
help in designing effective adaptation systems, this paper contributed with a
bandit-based model for the website adaptation problem. We proposed a declarative, XML-based language for expressing and managing a multi-armed bandit
decision model. In order to experimentally validate our model, we presented a
case study that shows the use of the model on a real website. Our model proves
to be a simple, lightweight decisional model. It provides finely tunable yet simple
to use adaptation policies.
Our model gives web marketeers a great flexibility while managing a policy.
It is possible to choose/concentrate on a limited number of states (the state
space is virtually very large). On these selected states, it is possible to configure
the system to only use a selected/useful subset of all possible adaptation actions.
The perspectives of this work are twofold. First we would like to investigate networks or trees of bandit problems. This would be a possible solution to
partially relate a given decisional state to subsequent ones while avoiding the
complexity of Markov Decision Processes. Secondly, we believe that the Upper
Confidence Bound (UCB) algorithm, when applied to trees (the so-called UCT),
would be a good candidate to solve our adaptation problems in that case.
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